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Abstract
The study aims to establish demographically corrected norms for three computerized tasks measuring different aspects of visual
short-termmemory (VSTM) in Ukrainian schoolchildren. These tasks measure respectively visual STM (the Pattern Recognition
Memory (PRM) test), spatial STM (the Spatial Span (SSP) task), and visual spatial STM (the Paired Associates Learning (PAL)
task). All tasks were administered to n = 186 children aged 5.10 years to 14.5 years old to evaluate the influence of demographic
variables. Relevant demographic factors that influence task scores (VSTM), i.e., age and level of parental education, are identified
and in keeping with the current literature. No sex differences were found. Based on these data, regression-based, demographically
corrected norms were established per task. This approach to constructing norms differs from how (worldwide) PRM, SSP, and/or
PAL norms have been constructed traditionally. In the latter approach, norms are calculated for each age group separately and
without correcting for level of parental education, whereas in the regression-based normative method, multiple regressionmodels
are used to compute the expected test scores of an individual (rather than the subgroup means that are used in the traditional
approach). Consequently, the regression-based norms for the PRM, SSP, and PAL presented in this paper are individualized,
taking into account the unique characteristics of the individual that is tested on these tasks. Last, the confidence intervals of the
PRM scores of the Ukrainian schoolchildren and the western norm group largely overlapped, except for the youngest age group,
which adds to the literature about cultural effects on cognition.
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Introduction

The Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery
(CANTAB®; Cambridge Cognition 2012) is a test battery

frequently used in both clinical and behavioral research.
Three CANTAB® subtasks, i.e., the Pattern Recognition
Memory (PRM) task, the Spatial Span (SSP) task, and
Paired Associates Learning (PAL) task, are most often used
to evaluate visual short-term memory (VSTM) in children.
VSTM is typically defined as a storage system that holds
limited amounts of information in mind for a brief period of
time (Baddeley et al. 2011). VSTM is required in learning
(Kessels et al. 2000). Hitch et al. (2001) have shown that
indeed VSTM is a predictor of success in school. Separate
brain mechanisms are believed to be involved in the short-
term storage of information from different modalities, i.e.,
within the domain of VSTM (e.g., visual, versus spatial infor-
mation; Smith et al. 1996; Bigelow and Poremba 2012). For
instance, neurobiological research shows a ventral pathway in
the brain, which is more concerned with processing and stor-
ing of colors and shapes (i.e., the features) of an object, and a
dorsal pathway, which is involved in the processing and stor-
age of locations of objects and/or their spatial relations (Gruhn
and Rauscher 2002; Kravitz et al. 2013). The ventral
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(parvocellular) pathway is thought to involve the primary vi-
sual cortex and temporal brain areas associated with short- and
long-term memory, emotions, reward, and learning (Kravitz
et al. 2013). The dorsal (magnocellular) pathway is thought to
be an occipital parietal network, which lies between the pri-
mary visual cortex and subcortical areas; is associated with,
e.g., visually guided action (including the (pre)motor cortex)
and spatial navigation; and is involved in processing random
and possibly dynamic relations between objects (i.e., their
locations) (Kravitz et al. 2013). Simultaneously, features of
an object (ventral processing) are thought to be, to some de-
gree, incorporated in dorsal temporal processes to, e.g., guide
decisions (i.e., not grasping a prickly-looking cactus). Indeed,
the three CANTAB® subtasks, i.e., the PRM, the SSP, and the
PAL, measure different aspects of VSTM: visual memory,
spatial memory, and visual spatial memory, respectively (see
below for a detailed description of the tasks). In this study, the
CANTAB® and specifically these subtasks were used to test
these different components of nonverbal VSTM.

The PRM tests recall of abstract-colored patterns. The par-
ticipant needs to identify the pattern that was previously
shown (i.e., the target pattern) in a series of patterns (for an
example, see Fig. 1 in the “Methods” section). The SSP is
different from the PRM in that it requires the child to remem-
ber and to reproduce a location of the target and not the
(visual) pattern of the target (spatial VSTM; for an example,
see Fig. 2). Finally, in the PAL, the child needs to remember
and reproduce both the pattern and location of the target (see
Fig. 3). Administering and analyzing responses on the three
tasks allows for a more complete understanding of brief
VSTM in children; e.g., remembering a pattern is different
from remembering a location.

These tests, however, also implicate other cognitive func-
tions associated with visual short-termmemory, e.g., a general
executive (Baddeley et al. 2011). Diamond (2013) defined
executive functions (EFs) as a set of independent yet intercon-
nected cognitive skills that, among others, support one to meet
demands of novel tasks, consider concepts from several per-
spectives, and plan and execute solutions. Attention is an EF
thought to underlie all other cognitive functions, and matura-
tion of these EFs has been associated with the development of
prefrontal brain areas (Anderson 2002). Alloway et al. (2006)
found that domain general processes, e.g., the employment of

attention, were more active in 4–6-year-old children in spatial
VSTM tasks, which was thought to be related to the relative
immaturity of these general cognitive functions. Processes
involving more than brief storage, e.g., the manipulation of
information in the service of complex cognitive behaviors
such as comparing and updating information, are also theo-
rized to be working memory (Fuster 2002). It is beyond the
scope of this article to discuss in-depth visual information
processing and STM and/or working memory.

Importantly, results obtained on tests such as the PRM, the
SSP, and/or the PAL are only meaningful when compared to
appropriate norm data for a sample of schoolchildren (Lezak
et al. 2012). In the current study, normative data for these
CANTAB® subtests were prepared for children living in
Ukraine. Even though normative data for these CANTAB®

subtests have been published for schoolchildren living in,
among others, countries such as the USA, Australia, and
Finland (De Luca et al. 2003; Lehto et al. 2003; Luciana and
Nelson 2002), this is not the case for a Ukrainian pediatric
sample.

It is relevant to collect normative data for these tests for
schoolchildren living in different countries, since cognitive
functions, in turn, have been associated with environmental
factors such as culture. Thinking, knowledge, values, and be-
liefs are thought to constitute culture and are formed in social
situations (Ardilla 2005; Ardila et al. 2005). These variances
in social and cultural contexts are linked to geographical dif-
ferences. Ukraine, with its long and complex history, may
share cultural characteristics with other Slavic and/or former
USSR countries (Subtelny 2009). Variances in test perfor-
mance could, for instance, arise due to different levels of fa-
miliarity with testing, including nonverbal tests (Ardila 1995).
Comparison of test scores of, for example, Ukrainian children
against western norms (e.g., Western European and American
norms as is mostly the case with the CANTAB®) may help to
identify differences and similarities between these two groups
and is therefore included in this study [in line with, e.g.,
Zasenko et al. 2017 and Toornstra et al. 2019].

Asmentioned above, results of these tasks are only relevant
when compared to suitable norm data (Lezak et al. 2012).
Norm data presently available internationally for these
CANTAB® subtests include several limits. These norms tend
to be calculated based on means and standard deviations for

Fig. 1 The PRM on a touch screen. One series of 12 single patterns is followed by a forced choice recognition of the target patterns (this is not a real but
similar CANTAB® PRM sample)
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relevant subgroups of children discretely, e.g., per 2-year age
band (De Luca et al. 2003; Lehto et al. 2003; Luciana and
Nelson 2002). Including age as a demographic factor in estab-
lishing norms is consistent with research. For example, mul-
tiple studies have shown that performances on numerous cog-
nitive tests are influenced by the demographic variable “age”
(Lezak et al. 2012). There are, to the best of our knowledge,
relatively fewer studies on the PRM, SSP, and PAL tasks in
children (De Luca et al. 2003; Luciana and Nelson 2002;
Robbins et al. 1994; Sahakian and Owen 1992). Studies in
children using these CANTAB® and comparable subtasks
have shown that VSTM can be measured in children aged
5 years and older and age-related improvements can be ob-
served with these tasks (Davidson et al. 2006; De Luca et al.
2003; Green et al. 2019; Luciana and Nelson 2002). In addi-
tion, performances on (spatial) VSTM tasks, comparable to
the PRM, SSP, and PAL tests, have been shown to increase
with age, i.e., from early preschool years well into middle
school (De Luca et al. 2003; Luciana and Nelson 2002).

However, calculating norms based on means and standard
deviations for relevant subgroups of children separately, e.g.,
per 2-year age bands, has its limitations (see, e.g., Van der Elst
et al. 2011). In calculating normative data, the total sample
needs to be subdivided into several different subgroups based
on, e.g., age. Four examples of the disadvantages of making
these subgroups in the data are that (1) test scores are only
applied to one particular (age) subgroup in the sample while
(2) children closely in age (i.e., 1 month apart; e.g., 6.9 years
versus 7.0 years old) may be in different age subgroups.
Additionally, (3) the (age) subgroups themselves may be sub-
ject to unusual sample characteristics but result in a norm for
that (age) subgroup.

Another (4) limitation is that often other demographic char-
acteristics (e.g., not only age but also, e.g., sex and the level of
parental education (LPE)) are not included, or considered,

while constructing norms. Including these demographic char-
acteristics next to age, in the traditional way of norming de-
scribed above, would result in even more subgroups. These
other demographic characteristics have been associated with
inter-individual differences in cognitive neuropsychological
test performances in, e.g., adults (and participant’s own level
of education) including visual spatial memory (Heaton et al.
2003; Norman et al. 2011). For instance, Voyer et al. (2017)
conducted a meta-analysis regarding the effects of sex differ-
ences on performances on various (spatial) VSTM tests in 3-
year- to 86-year-old participants. They included, in total, 180
studies and found, overall, a small but significant effect in
favor of males. However, when distinguishing between
VSTM (pattern recognition as in the PRM) and memory for
location (as seen in the SSP and PAL tasks), they found an
effect in favor of females on tasks concerning memory for
location. Furthermore, the demographic variable LPE has
been studied relatively little in relation to VSTM in
schoolchildren. LPE is perceived as an approximation of so-
cioeconomic status (SES) (Davis-Kean 2005), and higher
levels of both have been positively linked to an increase in
children’s cognitive functions in general and among others to
VSTM specifically (Hackman et al. 2014; Kaplan et al. 2001;
Noble et al. 2007). In addition, Noble et al. (2015) found, in
their large sample (1099 participants from 3 to 20 years old),
an association between SES and differences in children’s brain
structures (e.g., brain structures associated with memory per-
formance and spatial skills). This showed especially when
comparing the brains of children in the lower SES group to
children from the other SES groups (adjusted for age and
genetic factors). Differences in the environment were hypoth-
esized to be, among others, family stress, limitations in cog-
nitive stimulation and nutrition, and exposure to toxins of
which children in lower SES environments might experience
more. Taking into account these unique characteristics (i.e.,

Fig. 2 The SSP on a touch screen.
Showing one box that has
changed color in this example
trial of 3 boxes in total (this is not
a real CANTAB® SSP sample)

Fig. 3 The PAL on a touch screen. A trial with a target pattern in the middle. The PAL increases in difficulty to 8 patterns (this is not a real CANTAB®

PAL sample)
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including age, but also sex and LPE) of the individual who is
tested on the tasks would make the norms more individualized
in our opinion.

To circumvent the disadvantages of traditional norming
methods mentioned above, we will employ in our study an
alternative and promising method called continuous norming
to collect PRM, SSP, and PAL normative data (in line with,
e.g., Van Breukelen and Vlaeyen 2005; Van der Elst et al.
2011; Zachary and Gorsuch 1985). This different method of
norming is based on multiple regressions while weighing sev-
eral demographic variables, such as age, sex, and LPE. In
these regression analyses, both continuous variables (e.g.,
age in years) and categorical variables (e.g., sex or LPE) can
be simultaneously incorporated, without creating subgroups
for each variable (Van der Elst et al. 2011). Using age as a
continuous variable means that the relation between age and
the predicted score is calculated from all data points in the
whole sample (i.e., combining children from all age groups
in one analysis). This results in more refined estimates of age-
based norm scores (Bechger et al. 2009). Additionally, the
possibility of incorporating more than one demographic vari-
able in regression models makes this normative method rather
individualized, as mentioned above (Van der Elst et al. 2011).
These findings underline the relevance to study the effects of
the demographic variables age, sex, and LPE, and establish
the normal range and norm data for the PRM, the SSP, and the
PAL for this sample of Ukrainian schoolchildren (n = 186)
aged 5.10 years to 14.5 years old.

Methods

Participants

The sample comprised of n = 186 children enrolled in two
local primary and middle schools in Ukraine. Per school, all
children of these schools were asked and 80.5% took part.
Characteristics of this sample are displayed in Table 1. Age
was defined as a continuous variable ranging in age from 5.10
to 14.5 years. The level of parental education was established
as the level of education completed by the parent(s) or guard-
ians in a household; low was defined as education up till grade
9 (primary and middle school) and high was from grade 10
(high school) onward, in line with the Ukrainian educational

system (Ukraine Channel 2017). Education is compulsory up
until and including grade 9. This is akin to western ages of
compulsory education, i.e., 16 years old. The highest level of
education was assigned as the mean for the household in the
6.5% of the cases when there was a difference (high versus
low) between parents’ (or caregivers’) level of education (as
in, e.g., Koball and Jiang 2018). Attending school beyond the
compulsory years is, in general in Ukraine but even more in
these rural areas, linked to socioeconomic status. High school
and further education require children to travel further to larg-
er institutes, which necessitates families to have or access
means to do so. The kind of schooling parents attended has
been linked to test scores in children (Ardila et al. 2005).

Procedure

Researchers informed schools through word of mouth in the
area about the study. School management invited the parents
to information meetings about the study. Information and con-
sent letters were provided by school management and then
taken home by the parents. Testing started after parents and
children had provided their teachers with the informed consent
letters. Testing was carried out during school hours, and no
compensation was provided.

As part of the CANTAB® (Cambridge Cognition 2012),
the PRM, the SSP, and the PAL were administered individu-
ally in a separate room according to the prescribed standard-
ized procedure. The tests were administered on a HP Pavilion
TS sleek-book laptop with a 15-in. touch screen. Two
CANTAB®-trained researchers administered the PRM, the
SSP, and the PAL, applying the predescribed script and prac-
tice items in the children’s native language. Tests and outcome
measures are described below.

The research ethics committee of the Faculty of [name and
place of university] approved this study. All data were collect-
ed according to ethics regulations of the World Medical
Association Declaration of Helsinki (2013). In line with these
ethics regulations, the first researcher gave each child and his/
her parents/guardians a brief individual report (stating the in-
dividual’s number of items remembered, e.g., an encourage-
ment to remember one more item over the next month and
some general ideas to nurture brain development), while man-
agement received anonymous summaries of class and school
achievements.

Table 1 Demographic data of the
sample n Age (mean in years) Age SD Sex Level of parental education

(LPE)

Female Male Low High

Total sample 186 9.63 2.49 90 96 23 163

J Pediatr Neuropsychol (2019) 5:119–131122



Instrument

The PRM is a VSTM task (Cambridge Cognition 2012).
Validity in children was established, among others, in
schoolchildren aged 4–12 years old (Luciana and Nelson
2002; Teixeira et al. 2011). Furthermore, a moderate test-
retest reliability (.64 to .84) was found on CANTAB® tasks
(including a test comparable to the PRM, the SSP, and the
PAL; Lowe and Rabbitt 1998). For the PRM task, the proce-
dure is as follows (Fig. 1): First, abstract-colored target pat-
terns appear in the middle of the screen, one at a time on a
black background. After a series is finished, two patterns (the
target and a distractor) appear on the screen. The participant
needs to identify which of these two patterns was part of the
previously presented target pattern, by touching it on the
screen. Auditory and visual feedback is provided to indicate
a(n) (in)correct response.

The outcome measure PRM reports accuracy, i.e., how
many patterns were recognized correctly. The participant
completes two series of twelve trials in total, making the max-
imum accuracy score 24 correctly identified patterns. Total
administration time is, on average, 4.5 min (Cambridge
Cognition 2012). In general, in these three CANTAB® tasks,
touching boxes outside the designated squares or touching
them twice (illegal responses) is not registered but only the
first touch of a specific box.

The SSP is a computerized version of the Corsi Block-
Tapping task (seeMilner 1971), which is used to assess spatial
(including temporal) VSTM. Support for the validity of the
SSP in pediatric samples was, for example, found by Lehto
et al. (2003) and Luciana and Nelson (2002). The procedure of
this task is as follows (Fig. 2): A number of randomly located
boxes change into a particular color one after the other and
then turn white again. The participant’s task is to remember
the location and exact order of boxes that changed color. He or
she needs to touch the previously colored boxes in the same
order shown earlier, after which the trial is finished.

Each trial starts on a new black screen. Task difficulty rises
with increasing span length by one block at a time, ranging
from two to nine boxes. There are several difficulty levels
depending on the number of boxes that change color. Per
difficulty level, e.g., two boxes, subjects have three attempts
to repeat the previously shown string of two. The test termi-
nates in case of three erroneous responses at a certain difficul-
ty level and continues to the next level after a correct response
is completed. A trial is scored as correct if all boxes have been
touched in the exact same order as previously shown. The
outcome measure of the SSP is the total amount of cubes
correctly located on the first attempt (i.e., first trial out of the
possible three attempts) over all difficulty levels. The maxi-
mum SSP score is 44 boxes correct (i.e., 8 trials, starting at 2
boxes and increasing with one box each). The total adminis-
tration time is about 5.5 min (Cambridge Cognition 2012).

The PAL is said to assess visual spatial STM. Validity of
this test was found in schoolchildren (Luciana and Nelson
1998, 2002).

The procedure is as follows (Fig. 3): White boxes are
displayed in a circle on the screen, and one or more boxes
contain a unique (hidden) pattern. A trial starts with one of
the boxes opening and revealing a complex colored pattern.
Then, the box closes, and a next box opens to reveal its pat-
tern. Once all boxes are closed again, a target pattern appears
in the middle of the screen. The participant needs to touch the
box where the target pattern was located (and previously
shown) in the trial. Then, another target pattern appears, and
the participant needs to locate this one and so forth. The trial
ends when all patterns have been successfully located in one
attempt. In case of an error, the whole trial (and thus all boxes)
is registered as incorrect, and it is shown again with the target
patterns; the participant needs to try the same trial from the
beginning, which may be repeated up till a maximum of 10
times. As in the SSP, a trial is only scored as correct if all
boxes are identified correctly. The test is terminated if the
10th attempt is also incorrect. The test continues to the next
level as soon as a correct trial is completed, and a new black
screen appears with the number of white boxes for the partic-
ular level. The number of boxes opening—and thus, the dif-
ficulty level—increases over trials to a maximum of 8 boxes
(i.e., the range consists of 1–8 boxes). The outcome measure
of the PAL is the number of patterns successfully located in
the first attempt across difficulty levels. The maximum PAL
score is 32 correctly identified patterns. The total administra-
tion time is, on average, 11 min (Cambridge Cognition 2012).

Statistical Analyses

Means and standard deviations were calculated for the PRM,
the SSP, and the PAL (see Table 2). Then, Pearson correlations
among these PRM, SSP, and PAL outcome measures were
computed (Table 3).

The regression analyses included the variables age, sex,
and LPE. The categorical variables sex and LPE were dummy
coded (0 female and 1 male; LPE low = 0 and LPE high = 1).
Also, all two-way interactions were included (e.g., age × LPE
as an independent variable) as predictors that contribute to
explaining the variance in the PRM, SSP, and/or PAL scores
(Van der Elst et al. 2011). Age was centered (Age_C = calen-
dar age inmonths−mean age of the sample of 115.58months)
to avoid multicollinearity due to inclusion of power terms
(Van der Elst et al. 2005). Quadratic and cubic age were in-
cluded in the analyses to ensure the best possible fit of the
model (e.g., curvilinear) as opposed to a linear relation, i.e.,
allowing for a smaller increase in scores at certain ages and a
larger increase in scores during other age periods (Shaw et al.
2006). Multiple linear regressions were fitted to the data, ap-
plying a step-down hierarchical method. Predictors with a
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significant p value of < .05 were included. The observed
scores and expected scores (based on the regression models)
were plotted and visually evaluated. More complex models
allow for a better fitting model, e.g., in case of multiple curves
in the data. To effectively model the potentially more complex
curvilinear relation between the demographic variables and
the test score at hand, fractional polynomials were fitted.
Fractional polynomials can be used when initial visual inspec-
tion of the data indicates a nonlinear relationship, i.e., the
effect of a variable; e.g., age may be greater at a lower age
compared to the effect in the middle age group children and
change direction once more in older children. Adjusting for
the possibility of multiple curves in the data resulted in choos-
ing fractional polynomial models because the parameters for
each curve can be more reliably estimated compared to mul-
tiple linear regressions (Van der Elst et al. 2016). For a better
fit, a restricted set of 7 exponents was used {− 2, − 1, − 0.5, 0,
0.5, 1, 2} with exponent 0 as the natural log (Van der Elst et al.
2016). Each of these values was used for the combinations of
powers, while this restricted set has proven to reliably result in
an optimally fitting regression model and prevents having to
consider too many (multiples of hundreds) fractional polyno-
mials (Van der Elst et al. 2016). The best model was selected
among a proposed set of several models in the analysis based
on the Akaike information criterion (AIC, i.e., lower indicates
a better fit). Finally, the fit of the fractional polynomial models
was again graphically evaluated against the observed scores,
i.e., by adding the expected scores to the plot.

The assumptions of regressions were tested for eachmodel.
Regression analysis is based on the assumption of a normal
distribution of the residuals (Field 2009). Visual inspection to
assess this assumption of normality was carried out using P

plots of the residuals. Next, the normal distribution was tested
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the residuals. Then,
the predicted values were divided in quartiles. These quartile
groups were applied to the standardized residuals, and
Levene’s test was used to assess homoscedasticity (Van der
Elst et al. 2011). Multicollinearity was evaluated using vari-
ance inflation factors (VIFs ≤ 10), while Cook’s distance and
standardized residuals > |3| of the mean were calculated to
identify influential cases (Fisher et al. 2014).

Finally, normative data based on the regression (fractional
polynomial) models were calculated using the following pro-
cedure (Van Breukelen and Vlaeyen 2005; Van der Elst et al.
2016). The expected scores were calculated using the final
models. Then, the residuals were computed (= observed score
− expected score). Next, the residuals were standardized by
calculating residual / standard deviation (SD) (residual) with
SD (residual) = the standard deviation of the residuals in the
normative sample (Van der Elst et al. 2011). Finally, the resid-
uals were converted into percentile values using the normal
distribution (with mean = 0 and SD = SD (residual)) if the
assumption for normality of the standardized residuals was
met in the normative sample (otherwise, the empirical distri-
bution of the standardized residuals of the test score in this
sample was used). The Appendix shows these calculated
scores. The alpha level of .05 was used to avoid type 1 errors.
Analyses were carried out in SPSS (version 24) and R.

Last, the Ukrainian sample was compared to the western
norm to establish how the groups relate to each other.
Individual scores and LPE were not available for the
CANTAB®, so overall means of the two samples could only
be compared in a descriptive manner, i.e., by establishing the
confidence intervals (CIs) (Field 2009). The mean child
CANTAB® PRM observed score (Cambridge Cognition
2014), based on its traditionally grouped 2-year age brackets
(i.e., 6–7 years old up till 13 years old; see Fig. 4), was com-
pared to the same age group of the Ukrainian PRM sample.
Only the PRM outcome measure was comparable to the
CANTAB® norm group outcome measure. The SSP and
PAL outcome measures used here were calculated to only
include correct items on the first attempt in contrast to other
studies and could thus not be compared to the CANTAB®

norm group (see materials; Green et al. 2019; Luciana and
Nelson 2002; Mattson et al. 2010).

Table 2 Means and standard
deviations of the Ukrainian raw
scores for the PRM, the SSP, and
the PAL amount correct

Mean Standard
deviation

n Minimum of
the sample

Maximum of
the sample

Confidence
interval

Maximum
possible test
score

PRM 19.09 3.45 186 8 24 18.59–19.59 24

SSP 7.94 7.50 183 0 38 6.85–9.03 44

PAL 9.61 4.80 186 1 26 8.91–10.30 32

Table 3 Pearson zero-order correlations for the PRM, the SSP, and the
PAL correct

PRM SSP PAL

PRM 1

SSP 0.38** 1

PAL 0.22** 0.30** 1

n = 186

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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Results

The means, SDs, and CIs for the observed data of the PRM,
the SSP, and the PAL are displayed in Table 2. Three children
did not start the SSP, because they wished to terminate the test
battery early.

The comparison of the overall PRM means (observed
scores) of the Ukrainian sample to the CANTAB® norm
groups included only the age groups which overlapped be-
tween the two populations, e.g., 6–7 years old and excluding
the youngest and oldest age groups (Fig. 4). The CIs for the
means of the two samples overlapped for children from 8 to
13 years old, indicating that there is no significant difference
between the means for the compared age groups (see Fig. 4 for
all CIs). However, the CIs of the means of the 6–7 years old, of
the CANTAB® (19.60–21.52) and Ukrainian (16.39–18.53)
samples, did not overlap.

Table 3 shows the correlations between these outcome
measures for the Ukrainian sample. The PRM, the SSP, and
the PAL outcome measures correlated significantly among
each other; a higher accuracy on PRM correlated to a higher
accuracy on the PAL for example. The correlations ranged
from 0.22 to 0.38, which is not high (i.e., .90 or higher).
This indicates a significant relation between all three scores,
but at the same time, the PRM, the SSP, and the PAL appear to
measure different components as well. This difference may be
supported by the overlap in CIs of the SSP and PAL, but the
CIs of both tests do not overlap with those for the PRM
(Table 2), measuring accuracy on the first attempt (although
test differences need to be kept in mind).

Subsequently, the final regression (fractional polynomial)
models (p ≤ .03) are shown in Table 4. Box Cox transforma-
tions were applied because initial analyses indicated
heteroscedasticity in the observed scores of the PRM and the

SSP (Osborne 2010). Additionally, the PAL and SSP
displayed 3 and 2 outliers, respectively (residual standard de-
viation > |3|), that were removed. After this, assumptions for
regressions were mostly met for the final models, i.e., all
values of Levene’s statistic p > .05 except for SSP (Bartlett
p = .51). Bartlett’s test of sphericity is based on a likelihood
ratio tomake an estimate of the distribution (Filed, 2009). This
test wasmore suitable for the SSP due to the distribution of the
residuals showing a natural log and cubic age effect (Table 4).

Cook’s distance values ≤ .01; all variance inflation factors
≤ 6.9 (which is below the VIF cutoff value of 10 that indicates
multicollinearity). Kolmogorov-Smirnov values were p ≥ .01,
except for the SSP, p < .001. The assumption of normal dis-
tribution as assessed in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was not
met for the SSP, despite visual inspection of residual plots
showing reasonably normal distributions. Yet, to meet statis-
tical assumptions, norms for the SSP were based on the dis-
tribution of the standardized residuals of the SSP test scores of
the Ukrainian sample (i.e., the empirical distribution), as op-
posed to the theoretical standard normal distribution of resid-
uals (Vander Elst et al. 2012). Sex did not influence test per-
formance, which also shows when comparing the mean ob-
served scores for females and males, respectively, per task,
i.e., PRM, n = 96 (mean = 18.86) and n = 90 (mean = 19.33);
SSP, n = 88 (mean = 7.943) and n = 95 (mean = 7.937); PAL,
n = 90 (mean = 10.11) and n = 96 (mean = 9.14). Also, none of
the interactions (e.g., Age_C × LPE) did reach significance.

For all outcome measures, there was a curvilinear effect (see
Fig. 5, based on the final norm calculations and, if applicable,
reverted Box Cox transformations; Osborne 2010). The PAL
and SSP also showed a cubic age effect, indicating less-steep
development with age in the youngest age group. The highest
levels for the PRM were achieved from 10.5 years old; for the
SSP, from 12 years old; and for the PAL, from 12.5 years old,
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respectively. Accuracy started to level off from 14 years old in
the PRM and from 13 years old in the SSP and the PAL.

Last, the more detailed reporting of the SSP and the PAL
(correct items on the first attempt only) allowed some com-
parison between the PRM, the SSP, and the PAL (i.e., visual,
spatial, and visual spatial memory). The maximum score on
the PRM of 24 items was achieved by 4.8% of the Ukrainian
schoolchildren. The maximum possible score was not
achieved on the SSP and PAL; 0.6% scored 38 (out of 44)
on the SSP, and 1.7% of this sample scored 28 (out of 32) on
the PAL. The CIs of the mean observed scores (Table 2) for
the PRM (18.59–19.59) do not overlap with the SSP and the
PAL (6.85–9.03 and 8.91–10.30, respectively), confirming
differences in score ranges.

Normative Procedure

Norms for the PRM, the SSP, and the PAL correct outcome
measures (Appendix Tables A1–A3) are established using the
procedure described above. For example, assume that a 6-
year-old child, whose parents have a high LPE, scored 6
points correct on the PAL. First, in this normative procedure,
the expected score for this child is calculated using the regres-
sion model presented in Table 4. This is constant +
[0.13 × (age child in months − average age sample)] + (−
0.0004 × Age_C2) + (− 0.00004 × Age_C3) + (1.92 × LPE),
that is 8.25 + 0.13 × (72–115.72) + (− 0.0004 × 1911.44) + (−
0.00004 × − 83,568.09) + (1.92 × 1) = 7.068. The residual is
calculated, which is − 1.068 (score 6–7.068). Next, the
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Table 4 Final multiple linear regression models for the PRM, SSP, and PAL correct outcome measures resulting from the step-down hierarchical
procedure

Test score n Variable B p t Standard deviation
(residual)

R2

PRM (Box Cox transformation,
λ = 2.00)

186 (Constant) 72.27 0.00 9.20 .16*
Age_C 0.41 0.00 4.68

Age_C2 − 0.01 0.00 − 3.08
LPE 17.11 0.03 2.21 34.13

SSP (Box Cox transformation,
λ = 0.85)

181** (Constant) 14.69 0.00 1.78 .30*
Age_C3 0.001 0.00 2.65

Age_C3 (LNAge) − 0.0001 0.00 − 2.70

Age2 − 0.03 0.00 − 2.29 5.88

PAL 176** (Constant) 8.25 0.00 9.66 .30*
Age_C 0.13 0.00 5.12

Age_C2 − 0.0004 0.4 − 0.93
Age_C3 − 0.00004 0.02 − 2.37
LPE 1.92 0.02 2.29 3.66

Encoding of the predictors: Age_C = calendar age in months − mean calendar age in 115.58 months

LPE level of parental education

**n is lower due to removal of outliers (residuals > 3 standard deviations); *p ≤ .03
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residual is standardized, − 0.29 (− 1.068/3.66). The standard-
ized residual is converted into a percentile value based on the
normal distribution. A standardized residual of − 0.29 corre-
sponds to a value of the 45th percentile. This means that 45%
of the population of 6-year-old children, whose parents have a
high LPE, obtains a PAL score that is equal or lower than 6.
The PAL score of this child is, therefore, in the lower part of
normal limits (5th–95th percentile). The SSP did not meet the
normality assumption as evaluated in the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test. Norms were therefore based on the distribution
of the standardized regression residuals (Vander Elst et al.
2012). The respective norm tables are in Appendix
Tables A1–A3.

Discussion

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effects of
demographic variables on three tests measuring respectively
visual, spatial, and visual spatial short-term memory (STM) in
school-aged Ukrainian children. Also, normative data were
established for this population by applying a promising meth-
od called continuous norming on these tests. This different
approach to norming included the demographic variables
age, sex, and level of parental education (LPE) and resulted
in more adequate estimates of norm scores for reasons men-
tioned in the “Introduction” (Van Breukelen and Vlaeyen
2005; Van der Elst et al. 2011).

First, we found that all outcomemeasures on visual (PRM),
spatial (SSP), and visual spatial (PAL) STM tasks correlated
significantly, ranging from .22 to .38. The correlation indi-
cates measurement of the same construct to some extent, yet
it equally implies unique constructs, as the correlations are not
high (i.e., ≥ .90). Support for the correlation between visual,
spatial, and visual spatial STM compared to, e.g., verbal STM
was found by Smith et al. (1996). This model of domain spec-
ificity for visual (spatial) information was supported by Luck
and Vogel (2013). Similarly, Alloway et al. (2006) found in
children from 4 to 11 years old that brief memory processes
rely on a central executive thought to be involved in domain
general activities such as allocation of attention, while
domain-specific visual STM (VSTM) appears as a system that
represents and maintains visual, spatial, and visual spatial in-
formation briefly (Baddeley et al. 2011; Luria et al. 2009).
Simultaneously, the far from perfect correlations find support
in research, distinguishing the brief storage of visual informa-
tion in a visual and a spatial network, i.e., the ventral pathway
(involved in processing of shape and colors of objects) and the
dorsal pathway (implicated in processing spatial information),
respectively (Courtney et al. 1996; Logie and Marchetti 1991;
Quinn 1994; Rauscher et al. 1997). Moreover, the SSP, requir-
ing participants to remember a specific sequence of locations
of squares, is thought to be a different task (associated with the

dorsal pathway), i.e., a visual spatial-sequential process
(Mammarella et al. 2008).

Second, we found changes on test performance with age on
all outcome measures, showing, in principle, increasing accu-
racy scores with maturation, albeit a curvilinear development
(i.e., we found quadratic age effects on all outcome measures,
Fig. 5). Luciana and Nelson (1998, 2002) found age-related
development on the PRM, the SSP, and the PAL in two sam-
ples of American children from 4 to 14+ years old. Most
increases in accuracy appeared to be achieved in younger
children (up until 8 years old; Luciana and Nelson 1998,
2002). Curvilinearity, found in this study, also showed most
increases in PRM scores with age in younger children and
continued until about 11 years old. The overall mean scores
of the western PRM CANTAB® norms and the Ukrainian
sample showed overlapping CIs for 8–13-year-old children,
which indicates a nonsignificant difference in the mean PRM
scores between the two samples. However, the pattern of age-
related increases in SSP and PAL in this sample equally
showed differences compared to some literature (De Luca
et al. 2003; Luciana and Nelson 1998, 2002); i.e., we observed
cubic age effects (stabilizing scores) (Fig. 5). These may relate
to domain-specific processes. Johnson et al. (2008) reviewed
the evidence from infancy (i.e., younger children compared to,
e.g., Luciana and Nelson (2002)) and concluded that refined
development in the dorsal stream (spatial information process-
ing) occurs later compared to the ventral stream, which, in
turn, also implicates the development of more complex con-
nections between ventral and dorsal streams (Kravitz et al.
2013). The SSP is thought to test spatial-sequential VSTM,
i.e., a particular sequence of locations, which is associated
with processing the location of objects in the dorsal pathway
and the arbitrary and possibly dynamic relations between
those processed objects (Kravitz et al. 2013; Mammarella
et al. 2008). This applies to the PAL task as well; i.e., remem-
bering the location of an increasing amount of target patterns
per trial and related response items and the covering of both
target and response stimuli imply a sequential process
(Mammarella et al. 2008). Additionally, the PAL involves
remembering matching pairs of target stimuli (VSTM for pat-
terns) and their respective locations, thus implicating ventral
and dorsal processing (Johnson et al. 2008; Kravitz et al.
2013). Furthermore, stabilizing scores in our study in younger
children may implicate general executive functions (EFs)
which, according to Alloway et al. (2006), affect especially
younger children in visual spatial tasks (Anderson 2002). An
environmental factor contributing to explaining the above-
suggested lower mean PRM score of younger children in
Ukraine compared to the western sample and literature may
be related to differences in school systems; compulsory edu-
cation starts from 5 years old in, e.g., England and 6 years old
in Ukraine (Ukraine Channel 2017). Last, development with
age for spatial VSTM is proposed to continue into young
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adulthood (Farrell Pagulayan et al. 2006; Luciana et al. 2005;
Luciana and Nelson 2002), indicating a need for research in-
cluding 15–21 years old.

The third finding concerns the demographic variable
LPE, which is associated with socioeconomic status (SES)
(Davis-Kean 2005). A lower LPE (and thereby SES) back-
ground has been linked to decreased cognitive perfor-
mances in children (Ardila et al. 2005; Bradley and
Corwyn 2002; Koball and Jiang 2018). Higher LPE in this
study is a significant positive predictor for PRM and PAL
scores. This means that higher LPE is, in principle, associ-
ated with higher correct scores on tasks measuring visual
and visual spatial STM (i.e., both tasks contain the detailed
object features associated with parvocellular ventral pro-
cessing). There were no effects on spatial STM (i.e., the
SSP scores), which may support theory on distinguishing
the ventral from the dorsal pathway (Kravitz et al. 2013).
This is important because LPE is an environmental vari-
able, and refined findings such as these may help to identify
specific areas in stages of development (i .e., the
parvocellular object feature processing) that could benefit
from intervention. On the other hand, finding no LPE ef-
fects on the SSP may contribute to research as well. Spatial
VSTM is theorized to be associated with mathematics de-
velopment in school, which, in turn, has been the subject of
inconclusive findings (Alloway and Passolunghi 2011; Mix
and Cheng 2012; Raghubar et al. 2010). Equally, learning is
thought to become more fine-tuned after infancy and chil-
dren learn to recognize which features are important to at-
tend to, and allocate attention (i.e., employ executive func-
tions) based on these selections (e.g., top-down processes;
De Graaf 2016) to support more complex pattern recogni-
tion tasks such as the PAL. It could be conceived that par-
ents encouraging their children in these processes (e.g.,
playing memory games together) influence development.
Researching the effects of LPE on (spatial) VSTM is, thus,
relevant not only for current norm scores but also for iden-
tifying variables that may be linked to advantageous devel-
opmental pattern recognition. Last, the criterion for the
high-level LPE group (from grade 10 and higher) may ap-
pear relatively low, yet it might have wider applicability.
The National Center for Education Statistics (2014), for
example, estimated that 7% of the US population did not
obtain a high school diploma by the age of 24 years old.

The fourth finding is the absence of sex differences on
these outcome measures. This is in line with several studies,
which did not find sex differences on tasks measuring spatial
VSTM (Farrell Pagulayan et al. 2006; Kessels et al. 2000;
Luciana and Nelson 1998). Sex differences on spatial
VSTM continue to be debated since Voyer et al. (2017) found
in their meta-analysis an overall significant but small effect in
visual spatial skills in favor of males (independent of age).
They argued, however, that differences found might be

explained by moderator variables such as the task medium
(i.e., computerized tests or remembering a pair of matched
locations versus a sequence of locations), affecting the size
and direction of effects in task subcategories in their review
analysis of visual spatial development.

There are some limitations. The first concerns the sample
size in this study. Indeed the sample size is relatively small, yet
a range of studies used a similar sample size (e.g., the study of
Luciana and Nelson (2002) consisted of one school and a self-
selected sample with, on average, n = 65 in each age subgroup;
De Luca et al. (2003), n = 194 total, divided into age sub-
groups). The power of a test is defined as the probability that
the null hypothesis of a significance test (like, e.g., t tests to test
the null H0: beta k = 0 in regression models) is rejected when
the alternative is true (i.e., beta k does not equal to zero). In our
models, significant effects of age and LPE were observed. This
implies that the null hypotheses related to age and LPE were
rejected and that there was, therefore by definition, sufficient
power to conduct these tests. Furthermore, there were no sex
differences, which is in line with several earlier studies (mea-
suring visual, spatial, and visual spatial STM (Farrell
Pagulayan et al. 2006; Kessels et al. 2000; Luciana and
Nelson 1998)) and thus supporting the evidence in this study.

The second limitation concerns sample characteristics. The
high-level LPE group was larger in numbers than the lower-
level LPE group. However, this is observed in more studies of
norm data (Cherner et al. 2007; Norman et al. 2000).
Regression-based norms are thought to be a more accurate
approximation of norms because the regression equations in-
clude the data for all demographic groups (as opposed to being
based on a particular subgroup, e.g., lower LPE) (Van
Breukelen and Vlaeyen 2005). Not using subgroups but all
scores in one regression analysis means statistically significant
results can be achieved with fewer data. Furthermore, the
sample consisted of public schools in rural areas. Towns fulfill
a central role in Ukraine in that children travel to the largest
one in an area, so schools are not necessarily smaller com-
pared to urban schools. However, research including urban
areas will increase generalizability as, e.g., Barona et al.
(1984) found effects for urban-rural regions in children and
adults with head trauma on the WAIS-R scores.

The third limitation concerns comparison to western norms,
which was only carried out for the PRM (see “Results” and
Fig. 4). Calculating for the SSP and PAL scores, the number
correct on the first attempt enhanced comparing different forms
of VSTM (e.g., not including the additional and varying num-
bers of attempts allowed and administered in this study per
task). This may limit opportunities for comparison to other
research or applicability of the norms, yet it may also show
how the described procedure of norming could be applied to
scores on any of the outcome measures available in the three
tasks. Further research is needed (beyond the descriptive mea-
sures (CIs) used) to establish (non-) significance of differences
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between the western and our sample. However, the lack of
overlap between the youngest age groups of the two samples
on the PRM might implicate early education. Compulsory
schooling starts from 6 years old (Ukraine Channel 2017).
There are kindergarten facilities for 5-year-old children in
Ukraine, but availability, schooling of educators, and children’s
attendance do not fall under educational law.

Effects of schooling on cognitive development have
been reported. Small but significant differences were
found in cognition (albeit different tests) when comparing
children from Flanders (Belgium) and the Netherlands for
instance. These neighboring countries share a similar lan-
guage. Resing and Bleichroth (2015, p. 151) found a dif-
ference on subtests of the RAKIT intelligence test (6–
12.5 years old) between the two nationalities, which,
among others, concerned processing and recognizing pat-
terns. Differences in findings in the WPPSI intelligence
test in a sample from this mixed population supported this
claim; 4–7-year-old Dutch children who habitually attend
school from 4 years old had higher scores than Flemish
children of the same age (Hurks and Hendriksen 2015, p.
121). There were no differences in performance on the
same tests in children younger than 4 years old. Results
were explained for one by differences in school systems;
kindergarten in Belgium (despite starting from 2.5 years
old) focuses more on social and general school skills,
whereas the focus in the Netherlands is more on cognitive
skills (Schittekatte and Hurks 2015, p. 171). Neighboring
countries which may be perceived as similar (given the
shared language) thus show differences in cognitive de-
velopment at specific ages. The PRM showed lower
scores in the youngest Ukrainian age group compared to
the western norm. If similar countries (Belgian Flanders
and Holland) as discussed show differences in cognitive
development in early years, research might benefit from a
focus on differences in early years of education including
dissimilar populations such as western samples versus
Ukraine. Additionally, this was a cross-sectional study.
Longitudinal design would lend greater credence to future
research as this may reveal the developmental trajectory
of test scores in one sample (the same children) over time.
Including younger children up until young adulthood is
therefore recommended.

Final Conclusion

Demographically corrected norms for three computerized
VSTM tasks were established for a sample of Ukrainian
schoolchildren. The regression-based analyses differ from
traditional approaches to norming in allowing the inclu-
sion of multiple demographic variables simultaneously.
Age and level of parental education influenced VSTM

task scores, while the demographic variable sex did not
influence test performance in this sample. The regression-
based normative method included all data points in the
sample simultaneously and thus results in more suitable
and individualized norms. Comparison of the VSTM task
for patterns only, between the Ukrainian sample and the
western norm, indicated no significant differences except
for the youngest age group, which may point toward dif-
ferences in early education. Demographically corrected
norms increase the relevance of the interpretation of test
scores for clinical settings.
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